Ixxxviii	Introduction: Part VI
no money, lie applied to Vikrama, who gave Mm the girl's weight in
gold, and in addition 8 crores of gold6 for the * astavarga.'
1. Introduction wanting in BE,, which begins at once with the festival. 2. This
connecting link, leading up to the spring festival, occurs only in SR, but is probably
original. 3. From here on JR is wholly at variance with the others. A preacher
lectures the king (right in the midst of the festival) on the transitoriness of worldly
things, and is rewarded by 8 crores of gold (cf. below!) and 16 grants of land. — BR
is so condenst that the story is unrecognizable; 8 crores of gold are apparently given
to a brahman who simply gave the king a blessing. 4. So SR; Qiva MR. 5. Our
account summarizes SR. In MR no definite promise is mentioned, but the brahman
has no money to give as a dowry, and is advised by £iva in a dream to apply to V.
6. So SR; in MR a jeweled ornament and 8 crores of gold. Both SR and MR con-
tain the word astavarga, * eight-series,' tho the mss. of both contain many variations,
showing that the scribes did not understand the expression. One ms. of SR has
a§tamtirti-prltyartham, * to propitiate the Eight-formed (Qiva).3 But it is unlikely
that a§tavarga means the same as astamurti. It presumably refers to some per-
formance in connexion with the marriage ceremony.
17. Story of the Seventeenth Statuette.   Vikrama offers Himself
for his Rival's Benefit
Boundless generosity was a main characteristic of Vikrama (vs 512).l
Once a bard went to the court of an enemy 2 of Vikrama's and praised
Vikrama's generosity. This king askt why all bards kept praising
only V., and was told that it was because no other king was so per-
fectly and permanently generous. Desiring to surpass V., this king,
on the advice of a great saint,3 undertook to propitiate the witches
(yogini),4 by making a sacrifice and throwing himself into the sacred
fire.5 The witches restored him to life, and when he wisht for seven
houses6 to be filled with gold each day, they granted it on condition
that he should likewise offer up his body every day. This the king
did, and so gave away vast amounts to suppliants. V. heard of this,
and to save the king this pain went himself and offered up his body,7
and askt for and obtained as a boon the release of his enemy from the
necessity of the daily sacrifice.8
1* BR has nothing of this. It is stated in one sentence in JR, and in 12 lines in
MR, while SR is more lengthy, including five vss in praise of liberality, of which one
(vs 512) is found also in MR. 2. This is clearly stated in JR, which names him,
Candragekhara; the other three use ambiguous words which might mean simply
" another king.'5 3. No advice mentioned in JR; nor does BR's much comprest and
confused account clearly allude to it, tho it seems to be based on essentially the same
text as SR, MR. 4. The word is singular in BR; in JR it is replaced by a " goddess/'

